What's the Hope?

- Occupy Education
- Gardeners & Architects?
  - Supplies or Seeds?
  - Classroom as Laboratory
  - Telling our Stories!
- Characteristics of the Teachers We're After:
  - Rooted in Inquiry
  - Living, Not Staging
  - Mentoring
  - Knowing When to Step In
  - Maybe the Wrong Words!
  - Professional Development Objectives Interacting with All Players
- We Don't Need Another Credential!
  - We Are All Leaders!
- Fear of This Being Institutionalized!
  - Isn't Linear!
  - It's a Cycle
  - It's Not 2D, It's 3D.
- How Do We Balance,
  Define,
  Compensate,
  Recognize?
- Isolation?
  - Principals Feel Isolated
  - Build Community to Build Leadership!
- Position New Teachers As People to Learn From
  - Recognize Leadership They Already Have
- Who Wears Lunch with Breaking Ranks If We Become Leaders?
- Safe Place to Have Dangerous Conversations
- We're Talking About Freeing People to Be Their Best Developing Trust!
- Mutual Understanding Among the Players
  - Conversations and Personal Relations
- Supportive vs Dictating
- False Dichotomy: Reformer vs Against Kids
- Empowering
  - Accepting + Building
  - Work Together
  - Power to Choose
  - Not Hierarch
  - Not Pieces
- Kids at the Heart
  - Empowerment to Everyone
  - Learners Are Learners!
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